ARU DHIBAI: India has asked the Indian women workers com- ing to the UAE under the visit visa from fly- ing employment visa here. Workers migrating through illegal channels face many troubles. “Women assigned to the UAE have not been affected,” Minister for Exter- nal Affairs Swaraj has said. She was addressing the Indian community at the last Social and Cultural Centre (SCC) in the capital.

Swaraj said women workers migrating on tour- ism visa upon arrival are exposed by unscrupulous agents (in India) and em- ployers abroad. Therefore, the Indian government is trying to "in- tervene in such cases" from travelling on tourist visa and visit visa and said that the government will get employment visa if there is a need in order to start anew and "instruct chief minister to assist such women workers in getting job and put them behind bars," she said.

"India has not curbed around 2.3 lakh workers who were going through hardships across the global region," he said (with the (Cond on page 2)

Indians held for fake marriages

BANGALORE: As many as 10 Indian men and 1 Thai woman have been arrested here on charges of forgery, documents and filing falsi- fied papers to authorities about their marriages. About 20 Indian suspects are still waiting to be deported.

They had allegedly provided the falsified marriage documents and valid documents con- taining with fictitious names, fake addresses, and fake identity proof to make the women eligible to the UAE to work there.

"The women have been hired at a rate of 2000 to 5000 baht to pretend as fake spouses in order to work there," one of the arrested women remarked.

VARANASI: Delegates to the Pravasi Bhartiya Di- vas (PBD) jamboree, being held this time in Varanasi, were given a taste of the Arundhati Kiran Mula with In- dian Railways drawing up plans for a special train that will also give participants a chance to take care of their fake spous- es. It is said that the 10 mini subalterns arrested for sale and purchase of fake marriage with the 10 suspects were women who have been hired as fake accom- modation in such bogus cases.

The PBD event, which culminates every year on Jan 30- marking the day Bapu Matinu Khatun arrived from South Africa in 1935 - has been shifted to Jan 21-23 this time to give delegates a chance to participate in the Arundhati Kiran (beginning of Jan 15) and Republic Day (Jan 26). Thus, the official said, making elaborate arrangements to carry the delegates of the Arundhati Kiran Mula (formerly Allahabad) and Republic Day to fly from Varanasi by special train, it was decided to send the 24 Indian passengers from Varanasi for a holy dip assuming that the convention of commitment in Varanasi is being held in Prayagraj in the 15th edition of three- day Kumbh at Prayagraj.

"The national transporter is also likely to be cancelled.

"The decision to terminate the opera- tion is a sad decision made here. The loss of ticketing agents will adversely affect people looking for tickets, as other airlines responded to the move, the UAE and India will be on the list of countries where 70% tickets will be from the UAE.

Sheikh Abdullah said that the UAE and the Indian community will always be a "partnership" to allow NRIs to access ru- ppee interest rate derivatives. The return of the NRIs to the UAE is being held in Prime Minister Narendra Modi's election campaign for the 15th edition of the Indian community at the 12th session of the UAE-India Joint Commission Meet- ing with UAE Minister of State for Foreign Affairs and inter- national Cooperation Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Na- yahin at the UAE-India Joint Commission Meeting in Abu Dhabi.

ABU DHIBAI: In a landmark move, the UAE and India have inked a currency swap agreement to boost economic ties and curb dubbing for busi- ness, instead of US dollar. With nearly $500 billion bilateral trade, the two countries announced that they were looking at boosting cooperation in trade, in addition to economic ties. The leaders also decided to strengthen their resolve to tackle terrorism in all its forms and in any form or its manifestations and their intention.

Sheikh Abdullah said the UAE (Cond on page 2)

NEW YORK: India-UN De- velopment Fund (PBD) has held its first Annual Board Meeting  to take stock of progress in the projects undertaken within the last one year.

The Board members shared the key achievements and challenges faced during the first year of the fund development of the fund projects. The Government of India estab- lished the India-UN Develop- ment Partnership Fund in June 2017 to work with developing countries in a spirit of mutual respect and cooperation, by providing as a new avenue for India's support to the Sustainable Development Goals. The UN Office for South- South Cooperation (UN- OSSC) is the designated fund manager. A sum of $595 million over the next five years has been committed by the govern- ment of India to the fund development with developing country mem- bers of the Commonwealth.

"Triangular co-operation has proven to be a constructive exercise for us as we build on expertise of Agencies on the ground," said Deputy Permanent Represent- atives of India to the UN, and said.

"India has raised the limit of Rs 5,000 crore. In interest rate derivatives, the Indian government has under-taken within the last year, as it was informed by the Secretary-General for South- South Cooperation and in line with the principle of non-condit- ionality.

"Chidambaram, Director of UN- OSSC, and Envoy of the Sec- retariat-General South- South Cooperation assured that the Secretary-General and Deputy Secretary General would work under the spirit of South-South Coop- eration and in line with the principle of non-conditionality.
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ABU DHABI: Emirates is proud to be holders of the world’s number 1 passport as they say the achievement will open up new avenues for them across the world. The UAE passport has jumped to Number 1 as the world’s most powerful passport on Saturday, Dec 9, 2018 — on the eve of the country’s 48th National Day celebrations.

With this historic achievement, UAE passport holders are now able to gain visa-free access to 202 countries worldwide, according to Passport Index. Many Emirates residents said that it would open up opportunities for them in different sectors like tourism, healthcare and trade and that it would also allow them to travel visa-free around the world.

Moun Awad, a 30-year-old Emirati woman from Al Ain of Abu Dhabi emirate, said: “First and most important benefit of the UAE passport being number one is that it will allow us visa-free travel around the world and it would also bring many other benefits as well. Suppose, if a person wants to travel for treatment it has to shuttle between embassies and offices to obtain visas and it takes sometimes weeks of work. But now we only need to get the ticket and travel. For example, my mother is sick and I have to take her outside the country for emergency treatment — earlier due to visa issues it would take time but now it will be easy. Education, healthcare, travel in every sphere of life it would open up opportunities and facilitate travel and visa-free travel. I wish UAE had taken the wise leadership of the country for this achievement,” Awad said.

ABU DHABI: As an 82-year-old British expatriate who has been living in Abu Dhabi for over a short interval, says he cannot think of leaving the UAE and it is giving him joy his retiring life in the UAE. The British expatriate is an emirati professional opportunities, “I will continue to live here as long as possible,” Spurgeon said.

He says Abu Dhabi is a calm and quiet city and he fall in love with its serene life since he landed here in July 1989.

Civil engineer, Spurgeon, started working with a British architectural firm to construct some of the landmark buildings in Abu Dhabi and Al Ain in the 1980s and 1990s and then went through the green screen that the then British strategy to bring another British veteran to construct the hotel in the UAE.

The hotel was where Car played the life of an old man in the film and now it is more than a number.

The single man has been living with a caregiver in his home near the landmark buildings in the city that of Central Bank of the UAE and some of the big offices and the hotel.
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Friday, December 07, 2018

VACANCIES IN LARGE NES.

Urgently required for one of the leading Health care Clinic / Hospital in SAUDI ARABIA - VISA READY

- ORTHODONTIST (M/F): Must have MDS degree with 2 years of experience.
- OPHTHALMOLOGY (M/F): Must have MDS degree with 2 years of experience.
- GENERAL PRACTITIONER (SALARY SAR 8000)
- OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY (SALARY SAR 10000)

For above 2 categories: Candidates Must Have Saudi Promthics and Diploma.

We are looking for Saudi female doctors whose husbands should be a General Practitioner and wife a doctor in Gynecology.

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN: - BSc Degree In Medical Technology or approved equivalent.
- Respiratory Technician: Bachelor’s degree in Respiratory therapy + 3 years and respiratory experience as Respiratory Therapist.

PHYSICIAN: Graduated from an approved Medical school + Minimum of 5 years of General Practice experience + Will need to be Saudi Promthics.

Interested candidates may send their detailed resume by 50: rennewsandnri.com on call: 226.916317 / 818198945

GULF JOBS & OPPORTUNITIES
NEW DELHI: OnePlus will open its first research and development (R&D) centre in India in December. The company, which builders its hardware in China, has announced its plans to set up the centre in Hyderabad. This centre will help the Chinese smartphone manufacturer develop its Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence capabilities for OnePlus products. The company, confirmed Kumar Jain, OnePlus CEO, that the centre will address the current digital landscape via its digital transformation efforts.
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A new study has now found that the overuse of mobile phones has led to an emergence of a bacterium that can be life-threatening. The bacteria, which was previously unknown, was discovered in a patient who had been using their mobile phone excessively. The bacteria, called Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), has been linked to several cases of skin infections and even deaths. The study found that the bacteria can thrive in the warm and moist environment of the phone's screen, leading to an increased risk of infection. The researchers are now working on developing a vaccine against the bacteria.
I am 74, can I work in Abu Dhabi?

I worked in Abu Dhabi for three years and left in 2014 purely on account of a family illness. I have recently had an interview, which went well, and I am confident I will pass any medical I have to undergo. The question is, will it qualify for a work visa? With the change in Labour Law is it the employer’s discretion?

Until Jan 2013, there was a nominal retirement age of 63 years. But then Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation. For an employee of this age the standard guidance is at the age of 63, and per the standard labour law, the employer must give them a retrenchment benefit of one month’s salary. This is to permit the employee to seek medical insurance for anyone on a Dubai or Abu Dhabi visa. In this case, I assume the company that initiated the discussion with his age and want to employ him precisely for his unique skills. It is not common for individuals who are in their 70s to be in a position for businesses, but there are options for employers looking to benefit from the skills and experience, which should be relevant to the company offering the position. The visa applications have to be processed first, followed by HR and Emiratisation. For an employee of this age, the conditions are quite stringent. It is expected that an expert in a field and the employee is willing to pay additional costs to do so. Can you help me?

Bahraini worker in Abu Dhabi: In the current decade the work visa is extended up to one year. One of the recent changes is that those who have a residence visa in their country, is under way, an individual can only drive a private vehicle on a UAE driving licence. This includes any company owned vehicles as well. In the case of the worker who is an Omani national, they can only drive vehicles that are owned by GCC national who has a licence issued in Oman, will need to take a test and a test before they get the driving licence. GGC national must drive and must drive without the licence, which is different in Oman. In my case the additional cost to own my car on my Oman driving licence and that new vehicle can be owned by the worker. This statement states that those who are residents of specific country can only live, drive a private vehicle and hold a licence available to UAE and GCC national who is a resident of the country, which excludes all GCC nationals. This means that those who want to work and reside in the UAE must have a valid driving licence from Oman, so is it for GCC nationals and the Omani nationals. If the driver provider the worker with accommodation, the worker shall vacate the accommodation within 30 days from the date of termination of the employment. There is a usual policy for a driving licence to be backdated to September 27, which is likely to be an issue.

Separate bank A/Cs for wife and husband

Can I sell homemade items?

Many residents offer homemade items to be sold, but they do not seem to have a proper business or a shop. They advertise on Facebook and ask people to come from their home to buy some kind of exemption? When I asked about selling my paintings, I was told I need to sell them via a proper licence. Am I not allowed to sell from my home? Is there a limit on how many days you can sell in a month without the tax? After the previous employer decided to backdate the visa, I was unable to apply for my new employer to sponsor me. Last week I was told by the employer that I will be sponsored in the current apartment until the tenancy comes in. I am afraid it is a time remaining balance on the tenancy agreement, but the tenancy agreement and Ejari are not in the current apartment. I am unable to leave the current apartment, but I can leave it at the end of the tenancy. I am bound to work in this country and the real issue is how the current arrangement will be changed.

Can I work in Abu Dhabi for three years and left in 2014 purely on account of a family illness. I have recently had an interview, which went well, and I am confident I will pass any medical I have to undergo. The question is, will it qualify for a work visa? With the change in Labour Law is it the employer’s discretion?
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Gulf airlines plan two daily flights to Kanpur

The additional rights to airlines for flying to Kanpur is expected to be sanctioned based on a specific request made by the Kanpur International Airport Ltd (KIAL) authorities to India's civil aviation ministry. Gulf airlines are likely to get prior clearance to operate to various airports in the state.

Yousuffali aims to revive Air Kerala plans

The three-day summit which will be held from Dec 8 to 9, and will offer services to Abu Dhabi on its first flight to Abu Dhabi on Dec 9, and will offer services to Abu Dhabi.

You can make on flight mobile calls soon

You can make on flight mobile calls soon

A ir passengers may soon be able to call and use mobile phones and surf the internet during flights in the southern state of Kerala — at least the highest policy-making body of the Department of Telecommunication — had cleared a proposal for allowing wider use of mobile phones and internet services on board, as there is no evidence that the cov

First sail-through supermarket in Dubai

Yacht crews, jet-skiers and speed boat passion will be able to shop from a boat or "Aqua Pod" anchored out to sea of

Eithad, Jet Airways in talks on rescue plan

E ithad Airways is holding discussions with Jet Airways and its bankers on the possibility of a rescue plan for the

Gulfoem verta span year next year

N etworking International Network (NIN) said that the sum

An IPEPCIL initiative to help Gulf job-seekers

I ndian Petrochemical Corporation Limited (IPEPCIL) is a 360-degree professional body devoted to realizing the maximum possible potential in the petrochemical arena. It consists of only registered incoming recruiting agencies who are legally and professionally engaged in the

IPEPCIL Publications Pvt Ltd (P) Limited

I nformation can be sent to the company, either through its official website or by sending a letter addressed to the

IPEPCIL

9010, 9th Floor, Ozone Biz Centre, (Mumbai Central), (Mumbai) - 400008.
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Refund of 4 months’ subscription

The custom-built, sail-through supermarket in Dubai will offer services to Abu Dhabi.

Eithad, Jet Airways in talks on rescue plan

E ithad Airways is holding discussions with Jet Airways and its bankers on the possibility of a rescue plan for the national carrier. Ex-ecutives from Etihad and Jet Airway
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